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Abstract. In a prev}ousipaper n;garding the Infratrigonometry (rt) [3], 'We performed 
an anaIysi~ about some basic elements of the Transtdgonometry Crr) [2rex'ic::~(ied'to 
its inferior dQrtiaiil in ,function ofthe order values k. Thus, jf [or IT, khahialues"iA' the 
domairh < k <: 2.f~rITthe order'k has values in the domain 0 ~,k.2 i1. :.ri ,f,'-'.' :.. "; 

, 'Tn this paper we pert;orm the analysis of anotheradja~entto IT domafn,'thii ti'Jne 
ofa superior order namely for' 2 < k ~ 00. We call this domain "Ultratrigonometry" 
(U1). For this domain we wilL point out its particular characteristics for the basic 
functions in this Trigonometry. 

Keywords and phrases. Ultratrigonometry, Transtrigonometry, lnfratrigoilometry, 
Special trigonometric f~n~tiops.. 
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1. Introduction 

From [2] and [3] we know that the basic fonnulas for IT and respectively IT 
are the following: 

-for IT (I < k < 2) 
IstJcU11< + Ictkalk = I (Ll) 

where sika is "sine ~s1Iigonometric of order k of the angle a" and ctka is "cosine 
transtrigonometric oforder k ofthe angle a", ' , 

,-forIT (0 Sk < I) 
k kIshal + Icikal = I , (1.2) 

where sika is "sine infratrigonometric of order k of the angle a" and cika is "cosine 
infratrigonometric oforder k of the angle a", 
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Another basis fonnula, common to all previously described trigonometries 
(TT, IT, CT and QT) [1] is that one which represents the equality of the "tangent" 
functions for all abov~,cases namely:. " . . 

. tgtka = tgika =tgqa'; tga (1.3) 

where. tgt is referred to TT, tgi is referred to IT and tgq is referred to Quadratic 
. trigonometry (QI) [1]; tga is the tangent function of the Classical trigonometry (CT). 

Recall that k = 1 is characteristic to QT, and k = 2 is characteristic to'ct. QT 
is the border between IT and IT and, as we will see, CT is the border between TT andUT. .' '.. . . .., , 

. 2.. The characteristics of Ultratrigonometric functions. ). i 

Similar to formulas (Ll), (1.2) and (1.3), for UT case (for 2 < k::; 00) we have 
the formulas: ' 

Isukalk + Icukalk = 1 (2.1) 

tgu.,a= tga (2.2) 

where su.,u is "sine ultratrigonometric of order k of the angle a';, cUlca is "cosine 
ultratrigonometric oforder k of the angle a" and tguka is "tangent'ultratrigonometric of 
order kofthe angle a", Thus, as in TT and IT cases, starting with formulas (2J) 
and (22) from above, we obtain the following formulas for the basicfiinctions SUka 
and Cu.,a in ut: 

.SUka == ± [1 / (1 + Ictgal~]I/k (2.3) 
and 

cUka = ± [1 / (1 + Itgalk)]I/k (2.4) 

The distinction between fonnulas (2.3) and (2A) compared with the 
corresponding values in IT and IT consists only in the domain values of order k. 

Similarly with what we had established for TT and IT regarding the basic 
trigonometric figures, in UT we have valid the following fonnula: 

Ylc ~ ± (1 - JXklk)111c (2.5) 

where k has values in the domain 2 < k ::;"00. 

Based on fonnulas (2.1) and (2.2) we construct the graphs for sllka haVing 
k = 3; k = 8 and k = 00. For comparison, we give the graph on sina function in CT, 
characterized by k = 2, as we have shown. These were represented in Figure 1 (see Fig. 1).' 

We mention that for the clarity of figure (the curves for the values of kgiven 
above are very close) the "sine" functions were represented for the domain 0 < a < 1tI2 
only (first trigonometric quadrant).. 

If in IT and IT the curves of the functions stlca and sika showed fragments for 
a = 1tI2 and carried on at equal intervals with n, in Figure 1 we see that tll,e respective 
curves are monotonous for k = 3; k = 8 and this is generally valid for 2 .< k < 00. The 
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The basic trigonometric figures in UT, given by formUla (2.5) are represented in Figure 2.
 
Again for clarity reasons these figures are represented, for theflIst 

trigonometric quadrant only. They are referred to the values of the order k = 3; k = 8 
and. k = 00. For comparison reason, in the Figure 2 we also represent ~ of ,the 
trigonometric circle in CT, characterized by k = 0 as well as one of the side of 
trigonometric rhombus characterized by k= 1 in QT. 

We :see that, asin IT case, the basic trigonometric figures for 26 k < 00 have 
the concavity oriented towards the reference 0 (the coordinate axis origin). The case k 
=00 will be discussed in the next·chapter. 

•3.. The discussion of a special "at limit" casewhen..k = 00 

In [3] we discussed a special "at limit" case when k = O. Now, we will discuss 
the limit case k = 00 which is applied in UT. For this reason, in fOrImila (2.3) we 
replace ctga = 1Itgo and obtain: .. 

. . . . sUt<! = ± [Itgall (l + /tgallc)ll1c] (2.6) 
If we introduce' in the denominator of formula (2.6)k =; 00' and a = 0 we' get mtoan 
indetermination situation which can not be solved applying L'Hopital rule. In. this ca,se 
we proceed to calculate the superior limit and respectively inferiodimit [4] 'of SllJcU 

function, more precisely of the denominator in formula (2.6) for k = 00 and a = o. In 
~~~~ . . 

. lim'<l +Itga]jo= (1 + /).)0 (2.7) 
a.....O . 

where I!. is very small, but yet I!. t= 0 and thus (l + I!.)O = I. 
Similarly, we have ., , . 

lim (1 + Itgaljo= (l + I!.)O (2.8) 
. a.....O· . . 

For foimu!.a (2.8) we also apply, further, the same reasoning like in formula.(2.7). Since both 
lim !p and lim 9' = 1 where (jl = [1 + ~g(o*)i.J0, we also have, by [3] and [4],. . 
a.....O a-O . 
lim (1 + ~galjO = 1. Since at the numerator tga = tgO = 0, we have su.e,O = O. 
a.....O 
For the situation when the angle a has values in the domain 0 < a < nJ4, we have 
o< tga < 1 and thus su..,a = tga. . 

Carrying on, in order analyzing sUa,a function when a ~ n/4, we need to return to 
formula (2.3).. In this way we first deal with "at Iimif' case for 0 = nJ4 applying the method 
to compute superior limit and inferior limit for the denominator (1 + Ictgdr't of formUla 
(2.3) we have lim (I + /ctgart= 1 as Ictg(x/4n < 00. Also lim (} + Ictgart = 1. 

a-+(1rI4)+ a-+(,J4)" .,.. 

Thus, as we shown above,we have lim (l +Ictgart = 1 and therefore SUoo(nJ4) 7 1. 
a.....nJ4 .' 
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.".Iri the doinain ri/4 < a < 1tI2 we have 0 < Ictgal < 1 and therefore 0 < letgat' < I. 
Consequently,-wehave.1 +Jetgar ~ 1 and su.c,a = 1 (having 11k = 1/00 = 0)/ .. 

'Por the liiiiit c~e,whena =iJ2, we proceed aSaoove, applying lim'and ·lim 
.:.,': .i:· ".'. ..... . ...:. ' ....., '. '.. . . a--+(1tI2Y a-(JrI2Y 

to the ~enom.inat9rofforinula (2.3) namely (l + Ictgaljo. Again we will obtain, and in 
. thi~case, also su..(1tI2) = 1; When a has larger 'values fuan n/2, namely in the domain 

.' .1tI?- :< ,q ,< Jr, then sUlca functionwillhave the form which can be foundin.Figure 1, as it 
happen ,with the periodic function "sine" in general. Certainly, also for larger 'values of 
a this fact is simi,lar, '. 

.,sPIc~Junction successiyely having negative values (in the domain1t <a < 21t) and again 
'. pO,lIitjveetc".' '.. . . . .' . 

The· fimction CUt« - see formula (2.4) - as we know from CT, it is in fact 
.' represented agairtby a "s4J.usoid" (in our case, oftype SUIP) butit is shifted by l1a = 7tI2. 
. ',Regarding the basic trigonometric figures (Figure 2) ~athematically modeled 

by formula (2.5), k = 00 situation is considered again' as '8. "fimitcase" and is treated 
similarly as 'the case which we have discussed before. Thus, for x <: 1 we also have Ixl"" 
< .land therefore y = 1; 'thi~represents the horizontal line (parallel with Ox axis) which 

· includes the segment AB ofFigure 3. 
In this figure, like mFigure 2 we, represented the basic trigonometric figures 

completely (in all four trigonometric quadrants) for k = 3, k = 8 and k = 00, (UT) and for 
comparison k = 2 (CT) and k = 1 (QT) (see Fig. 2). . ., 

· " .. " I ~'At limit" situation appear for x~ O.Considering' formula (2.5), ifwe calculate
 
'.,I#D:YJ~AdJjm. ~ we obtain; forbt>th situations, the value 1. This means that the segment AB
 x-o· x-o- ., . 
· ofI:igme 3, mentioned abOve, completes itselfwith the point ofcoordinates (0;1) (see Fig.3). 

. :' :~; Everything from above are valid for the sitUation when in front of fonnula 
(2.5)tb,e·sign~,(plusjis taken into consideration. For the situation when we consi&r 
thesigri-'(mmus), everytbingis referred to the line segment CD ofFigure 3. 

. , . : lfm fonnula(2.5) we solve for x as a function ofy we obtain: 

Xk = ± (1 + IYkllc)llk	 '(2.8) 

Similarly as above regarding y function where y = <p(x) in formula (2.5), we 
proceed also for the case of function x where'x == <p(y) in formula (2.8), and obtain the 
line segments B~ and D;A. These, together with AB and.CD segments form the basic 
trigonometric figure in UT (the square ABCD) for k = 00. 

4.	 Conclusions 

In Ultratrigonometry (UT) we developed the basic relations established in the 
Transtrigonometry (TT) [3] for the values of the order k cornprised in the domain 
2 < k ~ 00 (in 'IT, 0 ~ k < 1). 

Thus, the classicat trigonometry (CT) characterized by k = 2, represents the 
border between TT and lJT. The function "sine" of UT denoted by sut« , for k < 00, 

graphically works similar with the function sina (of CT), but remarkably outside of 
sina graph, round about the value a = n/2. This prominence is larger when the value of 
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k is larger (Figure 2). In any case, the curves representing function SUta (for k < ClO) 
have a monotonous variation, not having "fragments" as it happen in IT and IT cases 
(inclusive at the borders between them, in QT). When k = 00, in UT appear "fragment" 
points of the curve which illustrate SUta function. If we consider the domain 0 :s a :s 11:, 

we find these points when a = 1tI2 and a = 311:/2 respectively. For 0 sa < 7tl2 the 
function has the same shape as tga. We have the same for (311:/2) < a < 2n. In the 
interval 11:/2 :s a :s 31t12 we have sUka = 1 (in fact sUaoa = 1). 

The basic trigonometric figures in UT are "squares" with curved sides as we 
can see in Figure 2 and Figure 3. In k = 00 case, the basic trigonometric figure is a real 
square ABeD as in Figure 4. When the value ofk decreases from k = 00 to k == 2 (eT) 
the curvature of the square ABCD sides becomes more prominent until it is a circle (k 
= 2). This circle has now the radius R == 1 like in CT. 

The Jist of figures 

1.	 Thetrigonometric function SUta for the values of k :.3; k = 8 and k == 00 

and, for comparison, for k == 2 (CT). 
2.	 The basic trigonometric figures in UT (for the first trigonometric 

quadrant), for k = 3; 'k == 8 and k == 00 and, for comparison, for k == 2 
(trigonometric circle of CT). 

3.	 The complete basic trigonometric figures in UT, for k == 3 and k == 00 and, 
for comparison, for k =2 (in CT) and k = 1 (in QT), 
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